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Bon Appétit Sustainability Grant

William Kemp
Business Manager

With its foundation in May 2009, the Bon Appétit Fellows Program is celebrating its anniversary. By offering ten $5,000 grants to students whose projects focus on improved food sustainability, the Bon Appétit Fellows Program can be achieved with a variety of projects including: organic and sustainable agriculture, fair trade, hunger and food insecurity, campus farms and gardens, and food literacy, education, and advocacy. Go to http://www.bamco.com/grants/ to apply for the grant and more.

This grant is one of the many things the Bon Appétit management company (BAMCO) is doing to lead the food service industry in socially and environmentally responsible practices. BAMCO has had farmers markets set up at the Union, senior design projects to create photos at https://rose-hulman.mediahaven.com. 

Understandably, the priorities of those who have been so important for you all to submit pictures and memories from your time at Rose. The goal is to enhance our institutional memories with the archives of Rose’s campus life, athletics, study abroad, alumni, academics, and all other aspects of what make Rose-Hulman great! If you have any great digital photos that you have permission to share, simply submit them at: https://rose-hulman.libsurveys.com/RoseMemories.

Submit your Rose Memories Today!

John A. Logan Library

The Logan Library archives have been working very hard for many years to keep track of photos from clubs, special events, and other things that happen around Rose. To help with this, “Rose Memories” was born. Rose Memories is a Dropbox where students, staff, parents, and alumni can submit their favorite pictures to cherish forever. You can submit your photos at https://rose-hulman.libsurveys.com/RoseMemories.

The goal of this is to keep up with all the great things Rose is doing with campus life, athletics, study abroad, alumni, and academics. Way back before the Thorn, from 1891 to 1971, the Technic used to be the student newspaper. Additionally from 1892 to 2012 the Modulus was Rose’s yearbook. These “relics” whose function was to use ammonia produced by tapioca to give nutrients to lettuce heads which interprovided nutrients to the tapioca while also producing enough lettuce to serve to students regularly. Another project through Denison University was the local soda machine. This project was started by an environmental studies and human rights focused student who wanted to provide sodas with fruit syrup, produced from local farms, to her school. In an effort to raise awareness about the human rights issues within the soda industry and to utilize local food sources, the project ended up being a huge success.

Bon Appétit started it’s campaign with the realization food was bred for shipping, not taste. They started supporting local economies instead of big corporations to support biodiversity and the protection of the air, land, and water.

A university in association with BAMCO, a local farmer had an apple storage system featured at the Rose Show. In this project, seniors designed an apparatus whose function was to use ammonia produced by tapioca to give nutrients.

The stories run our mad march and Bon Appétit started using brand name apples, it was an upsurge across campus to bring the “good apples” back. Their efforts to have only the best quality ingredients for their from-scratch cooking have not gone unnoticed. Even here at Rose-Hulman, BAMCO is hard at work striving for a minimum of 20% local food served in the Vonder haussen Dining Hall every day. According to recent statistics by BAMCO, 22% of the food served at Rose is local. For comparison, according to a 2007 report by Farms to Institute New England says that in food service management operated colleges an average of only 7.9% of food served is local. This 4.4% difference is equivalent to roughly 184 thousand pounds of food each year.

Sponsored by Bon Appétit.
Blackboard is Hiring!
We’re looking for engineers who can help us enhance the student experience.

These positions focus on Blackboard Learn, a product in which we pride ourselves on creating well-designed web and mobile solutions to support learners, instructors, and administrators. Blackboard Learn allows learners and instructors to access online educational experiences wherever and whenever they want through web and mobile devices. Our technology helps instructors breathe life into educational content, brings efficiency to day-to-day tasks, and empowers instructors with tools to engage and assess every learner. We help motivate learners by promoting collaboration, communication, and connections with their peers and instructors.

Product Positions

Associate SW Engineer
SW Engineer
Software Engineer in Test: Associate SET, and SET.

VISIT BLACKBOARD.COM

See you at the career fair!
You decide what’s newsworthy.

Tuesdays at 5:00pm in O259
HBO’s and A24’s Euphoria
A Modern Coming of Age Story

Jonathan Kawauchi
Staff Writer

HBO and A24’s hit show, Euphoria, premiered in June this year and has already been renewed for a second season. The eight-episode series stars Zendaya as a recovering drug addict who is struggling to find herself amongst the chaos of the end of her high school career. Along with a talented ensemble, the story features a diverse spectrum of students who similarly are exploring and attempting to understand new chapters of their lives.

Anyone familiar with the companies HBO or A24 will know that their productions contain two key traits: amazingly high production value and bold, original scripts. The show maintains a fast pace due to its tight script and stylish use of visual storytelling. From the unique five minute cold opens that showcase the past of the episode’s protagonist to the electrifying neon aesthetic and hypnotic psychedelic sequences, the show displays a gripping presentation that constantly kept my attention throughout its eight episodes. Paired along with the beautiful visuals is an expansive soundtrack that blends and underlines every character beat. Once again the HBO production money shows, as 178 licensed songs are accounted for on the official Spotify playlist as well as an original track by Labyrinth and Zendaya that serves as a musical motif for the show. Despite the seemingly exorbitant amount of songs over just eight episodes, the level of editing makes it feel like a tight tracklist that elevates the overall production.

While the music and visuals are stunning, it wouldn’t do the show justice to only praise the production value. The direction and design of the show is extremely modern, with the brutally stark presentation of toxic masculinity, the empowerment and sexuality and the costs of incorporating technology into daily life. With platforms like Instagram, Twitter and even streaming services like Youtube and Twitch, growing up with social media only exacerbated the pressure and vulnerability experienced during adolescence, presenting a new set of challenges and opportunities for self-discovery: An astute writer emphasizes the power and potential that comes with maintaining one’s public image. The cast also does a fantastic job at crafting compelling, layered characters. Zendaya plays the lead of Rue, a high school upperclassmen who just returned from rehab and rediscovers a fresh meaning to life through her new best friend Jules, played by Hunter Schafer. Other standout performances includes Barbie Ferreira as Kat, a body-conscious teen exploring her sexuality, and Jacob Elordi as Nate Jacobs, a traditional “alpha male” athlete whose aggression stems from his strenuous stance on his sexual insecurities.

Despite being a difficult tale, Elordi gives the most impactful performance of the show. His characterization of Nate outwardly portrays the stereotypical high school jock villain, he carries a seething hatred of himself and others in a way that transforms Nate Jacobs into a complex yet sympathetic antagonist. Rather than being reduced to a one-note egotistical brute, it shows that his near-psychotic need for control and dominance stem from a toxic upbringing, which allows every scene with him to carry a palpable tension since he could go off at any moment. This fantastic performance creates a complex but undeniable character. The show, most importantly, engaging at every level from start to finish.

Euphoria is a modern coming of age drama that truly feels modern by carefully capturing the social nuances of going through adolescence in the last decade. It deals with many heavy themes involving social isolation, drug dependency and toxic romance. In combination with a powerful and emotional score and a phenomenal cast, this new Euphoria production is one of the rare shows that captures modern adolescence in a hauntingly beautiful package.

HBO’s high-quality production shows in high school drama, Euphoria!

Image courtesy of pitchfork.com

THERMA-TRON-X, INC.
Your Best Finish Starts With Us!
Leading manufacturer of Turn-Key Paint Finishing Systems, Water and Wastewater Treatment Systems, and Heating and Cooling Solutions

VISIT OUR BOOTH ON OCTOBER 2ND

www.ttxinc.com/careers | jobs@ttxinc.com
1155 S Newman Ave, Shreveport, LA
Freeport-McMoRan is a leading international mining company with headquarters in Phoenix, Arizona. We operate large, long-lived, geographically diverse assets, with significant proven and probable reserves of copper, gold and molybdenum. We are the world's largest publicly traded copper producer, the world's largest producer of molybdenum and a significant gold producer.

Whether you are a new graduate beginning your career or a student ready for the ultimate internship experience, Freeport-McMoRan has opportunities for you. Our intern and new graduate positions include a variety of majors and disciplines. 

ENGINEERING: Civil, Chemical, Electrical, Environmental, Geological, Materials Science, Mechanical, Metallurgical, Mining and Process Control 

SCIENCES: Chemistry, Environmental, Geology, Health and Safety, Industrial Hygiene and Mineralogy 

BUSINESS: Accounting/Finance, Communications, Human Resources, Information Technology and Supply Chain 

Freeport-McMoRan is an exciting place to work and offers a great beginning for your career. Attracting new talent with innovative ideas and a fresh perspective is a high priority for our experienced management team. We

The Pen is mightier than the sword
Tuesdays 5:00p O259.
Aidan Montgomery
Opinions Editor

Let me just start by saying that I’ve been a lacto-ovo vegetarian my whole life. That’s a lot for most people to take in, and it’s not uncommon for me to see jaws drop when I say that. Since most people have never considered going meat-free, they can’t believe that I’m actually alive. Because without ever eating meat, how do I get nearly enough protein and various other useful vitamins and minerals to guarantee my survival? But mostly because of environmental concerns. I would much prefer to stick with the wide variety of options from brands like Morningstar Farms, which my family has enjoyed for a very long time. They have a range of products, from artificial meat crumbles (to replace ground beef that you might use in a taco) to even artificial chicken patties. I personally like the “Grillers” burger that they make because it’s simple and just adds substance and texture to your other condiments and toppings.

The point I want to make is that being a vegetarian is not a bad thing and it won’t kill you. It only removes meat from your diet, so you can still partake in other wonderful foods like mac & cheese, potato/tortilla chips, ramen... the list goes on and on. In addition, there are important health benefits, like decreased cholesterol, that come with lower intake of saturated fat and animal protein.

TRISTAR is a SERVICE DISABLED VETERAN OWNED SMALL BUSINESS established in 1995 and CMMI certified company. We are passionate about our employees and customers.


Our roots are experience, our passion is contagious, and our people are simply the best. We’re just getting started. Come join the family!!

STOP by our booth to be eligible to win a small prize, let us know what you plan and why you want to do it! As I said at the beginning of this article, I’ve been a vegetarian my entire life, which is somewhere around twenty years, and I’m still going strong.

Quick Tips: Résumés (continued)

When it comes to listing dates, keep them within twenty years. That’s a lot for most people to take in, and it’s not uncommon for me to see jaws drop when I say that. Since most people have never considered going meat-free, they can’t believe that I’m actually alive. Because without ever eating meat, how do I get nearly enough protein and various other useful vitamins and minerals to guarantee my survival?
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environmental repercussions of air travel. Her father encouraged her to see popular music videos. "This is what I was already aware of rising global temperatures and sea levels. Her mother, Malena Ernman, gave her international career as a pop singer because of the retail store back home. I was working in a department store when I was just 15 years old. The song's lyrics, just so I could make sure I was hearing it right, and I think her jaw was about to drop. I sang the song as if I were on a stage, to the other kids. I think she was taken aback by the song. She asked me if I was sure about some of the words. I told her I was sure, and that's why I'm here today."

"I struggled to find any significant meaning in this song..."
Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

The Rose Hulman Institute of Technology men and women's soccer team both were victorious over Westminster. The women completed a shutout win over Westminster with a score of 2-0. This improves their season to 5-4. The men's soccer team also completed a shutout win over Westminster with a score of 4-0. This improves their season to 7-2. Both teams travel to Bluffton this Saturday to start their HCAC Schedule.

Volleyball

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

Rose Hulman Institute of Technology Volleyball had a great weekend. They were able to win over Trine in four sets with a score 3-1. On Sunday they defeated Trine in a come from behind five set win. On Saturday they travel to Manchester for their HCAC opener.

Football

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

The Rose Hulman Fighting Engineers won their Heartland Collegiate Athletic Conference opener on the road at Manchester with a score of 52-35. Andrew Dion had 349 passing yard, while Garrett Wright had four touchdowns to help the team come out on top.

Cross Country

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor


Volleyball

Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor

Rose Hulman Institute of Technology Volleyball had a great weekend. They were able to win over Trine in four sets with a score 3-1. On Sunday they defeated Trine in a come from behind five set win. On Saturday they travel to Manchester for their HCAC opener.
WJE is proud to be a part of the team repairing and restoring the iconic Indiana War Memorial building

Discuss this project and the many job openings we have by stopping by our booth at the Fall Career Fair on October 2

Visit WJE.com/careers to learn more

WJE
ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS
MATERIALS SCIENTISTS

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.

WJE Indianapolis
8606 Allisonville Road
Suite 205
Indianapolis, IN 46250
**WACKY PROF QUOTES**

“If you get zero over zero, then you need to go to the hospital.”  — [Dr. David Purdy]

“It’s like crayola, at some point they have to be held responsible for making nostril-width crayons” — [Dr. Jody Jensen]

“My son is always saying ‘Bruh’ when he’s playing video games in the basement.” — [Dr. Mario Simonetti]

“Careful what you say, I’ve got 14 acres and a shovel.” — [Dr. Wayne Tarrant]

“Civics aren’t what bad.” — [Dr. Patrick Cunningham]

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? Did you hear someone else say something amusing on your jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We something amusing on your jaunt about the fine halls of this institution? We

---

**Bumblebee or Benedict?**

**Barry B. Benson**

Lately there have been many stories and rumors surrounding Benedict Cumberbatch. For those who don’t know, he is a world famous British actor that is known for roles such as Doctor Strange in the MCU and the titular character in the TV show Sherlock. Earlier this year, Chris Pine hosted Sunday Night Live, and during his monologue, said that “Benedict Cumberbatch is a weird person to be on set with, during takes he is an incredible actor, but behind the scenes, there’s a strange aura around him... whenever I get close to him I can hear, this faint buzzzzzzz...”. While Chris Pine might have felt like it on set, he is not alone in these strange sensations about Benedict Cumberbatch. While filming Thor: Ragnarok, Chris Hemsworth spent a decent amount of time with Handsomethundercat, so we decided to interview him to see if we could get to the bottom of this. Here is a short transcript:

**Sir, why is it that you smell like honey? And what’s that sound?**

“Honey! Dude trust me I don’t understand either, but yea, honey. Wait, wait, wait, you said bees! Bees. Muffled, but definitely bees.”

**This gave more questions than answers, so we knew there was on**

**Our interview was cut short; the bees had come. Flying in through the windows, vents, anything that connected to the outside world. They circled around Bermudochipotlepepards and got increasingly closer to him. His eyes turned red as the devil himself. His skin pecked away as bees rushed into his body. He raised his hand, and pointed at his face. In an instant, the bees stopped moving and slowly flew towards me. For what seemed like a lifetime, I was frozen in terror. My chest felt like it was a bass drum, my eyes were waterfalls of tears. I knew what was coming.**

**Badasmash Casparlatch looked at the sky and screeched, I closed my eyes.**

I awoke to my roommate asking me how the trip was.

---

**TOP TEN Bon Ice Cream Flavors**

1. Tequila
2. Chernobyl
3. Jalapeto
4. Yellow cake uranium
5. Vodka
6. Fireball
7. Freshmen tears
8. Scum pond
9. Steamed broccoli
10. Humanely grown bouncy chicken (medium rare)

---

**Ms. Anary Stile**

We at the Rose Thorn make sure to check My Rose-Hulman to make sure that we are the most up to date about all of the campus ongoing events. Recently, one of our most inquisitive reporters discovered the picture of a mysterious man on the President’s Office’s My Rose-Hulman page. However, we asked several members of administration, who quickly averred their eyes from the image and swore they’ve never seen him.

---

**Mysterious Man Found on President’s Office’s My Rose-Hulman Page**

Looking further into the image, which is titled “Jim Conwell-header_500x33,” it appears that the person pictured in the image is Jim Conwell, but that the person taking the picture is this Jim Conwell. We, of course, could not find anyone who knew who this person is. A simple Google search yielded no useful results, so we decided to look up Jim Conwell on My Rose-Hulman. The results were shocking.

A search for Jim Conwell on My Rose-Hulman yielded the image on the far left. We decided to analyze this image in photoshop, and found this hidden layer as part of the image, seen on the near left. What could this possibly mean? What is this conspiracy? Who really is Jim Conwell? Why does everyone act like they’ve never heard of Jim Conwell? And what is Jim Conwell’s relationship to the infamous Safety Jim, the speed bump terror, who haunted Rose-Hulman’s parking lots in years past? We decided to analyze this image in photoshop, and found this hidden layer as part of the image, seen on the near left. What could this possibly mean? What is this conspiracy? Who really is Jim Conwell? Why does everyone act like they’ve never heard of Jim Conwell? And what is Jim Conwell’s relationship to the infamous Safety Jim, the speed bump terror, who haunted Rose-Hulman’s parking lots in years past?

---

**Who is this mysterious man? What could this picture possibly mean?**

Good luck all at the career fair this week! Remember freshmen, you won’t get anything, so is it even worth trying?